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Multimedia objects from the Natural History domain are 

most certainly part of the European Cultural Heritage, 

but are dramatically underrepresented in public

awareness.

Videos

Sounds

Images
Images : BGBM, MFN, NM, RBGK



Connecting  the cultural and the natural history domains

is the central idea behind OpenUp! 

(“Opening up Europe’s natural history heritage to 

EUROPEANA”). 

Tapestry called „Krokus“, B. Rendahl, 

1976. © Upplandsmuseet, Uppsala, 

Sweden. www.europeana.eu

Herbarium specimen Crocus

vernus L., BGBM Collection, 

Berlin.
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OpenUp! (03/2011-02/2014) 

• An initiative of CETAF (Consortium of European Taxonomic Facilities) and several 
European GBIF Nodes.

• Implementing a sustainable pipeline from natural history collections to 
Europeana (and potentially to other portals using the Europeana standards). 

• The connection is accomplished using 
well established BioCASe and GBIF technologies. 

• Complemented with a system for 

– data quality control, 

– data transformation, 

– and semantic enrichment, including the 
common names of species in various languages

to support data providers publishing their data and the public browsing through 
Europeana.

www.biocase.org www.gbif.org
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OpenUp! Consortium
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Major achievement: the OpenUp! information flow
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OpenUp! Data Quality Toolkit

BioCASE Monitor

OpenUp! Helpdesk

BioCASE Helpdesk

Assistance to data providers

(275 PM for local data quality enhancements)



Collection Data Quality Toolkit 

(DTQ main form)

open-up.eu

http://services.bgbm.org/DataQualityToolkit

Data Quality Toolkit, integrating a 

number of quality services 

including comprehensive 

scientific name catalogues for 

botany and zoology. 

It also validates information on 

taxonomy, geography, language, 

and type of multimedia.
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OpenUp! Data Quality Toolkit annotation 

indicating that an identification is using a 

name which is a synonym (according to a 

concept reconciliation service provided by 

Kew Gardens).
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Major achievement: the OpenUp! information flow

Checked data/mapping in 

compliance with EDM
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Metadata enhancements

(e.g. common names, synonyms)

Major achievement: the OpenUp! information flow
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Major achievement: the OpenUp! information flow

Harvesting by Europeana
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March 2014

1,658,827 
biological, paleontological, 

and mineralogical objects

deliverd to Europeana via 

the OpenUp! Infrastructure



OpenUp!
Content
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Story of butterfly specimen 

Papilio machaon Linnaeus, 1758

Old World Swallowtail

Museum für Naturkunde, 

Berlin
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Publication of 

digital image and 

metadata on

www.europeana.eu

Digitalization 

and 

metadata creation

Digital representation of physical object in MfN collection

(provided by: MfN under CC-BY-NC-ND)

Search for Papilio machaon in Europeana portal

Papilio machaon of MfN collection

provided by OpenUp!

Content provider website in this case

(http://globis.insects-online.de/) 

Europeana links to
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OpenUp! and IPR (Intellectual Property Rights)

• The new Europeana Licensing Framework came into effect on 

10 September 2012.

• OpenUp! enables content providers to restrict the amount of

textual metadata (the descriptive data of each multimedia

object) that must be provided to Europeana under the terms of 

the Creative Commons Zero Public Domain Dedication 

(CC0 waiver), i.e., free from any restrictions on re-use.

• In OpenUp!, all other metadata are provided under the terms of the 

Creative Commons CC BY-SA license (Attribution (BY,) ShareAlike (SA)). 

• All other content, such as previews, soundbits, and the content referenced by URI 

(web addresses) in the metadata do not fall under the CC0 waiver and remain 

completely under the control of the content provider.
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Metadata:

CC zero (public domain and free of restrictions)

Europeana and IPR

Previews:

Creative Commons (CC) licences

(chosen by the data provider)

http://creativecommons.org/



OpenUp!
Benefits
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Referral from the Europeana site to BGBM Virtual 

Herbarium

Search example: Abrus precatorius
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Web traffic to the digital Herbarium Berolinense via 

OpenUp!/Europeana

On average: max. 10% of all visits to the digital Herbarium Berolinense

March 2012 October 2012 May 2013
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Web traffic to Kew‘s online Herbarium Catalogue 

via OpenUp!/Europeana

Referrals from the Europeana site represented 

• 28% of all visits to Kew’s Herbarium Catalogue in February 2013

• 24% over the six-month period of 1 September 2012 to 28 February 2013

The overall number of visits to the Kew Herbarium Catalogue increased by 

62% when comparing this six-month period to the same period in the 

previous year. 

The number of new visits to the site increased by 44% when comparing the 

same periods. 

All search functionality of 

Kew’s records in Europeana

lost

Possibly some search 

functionality lost at the time 

(e.g. searching by barcode), but 

uncertain
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Efficiency

• All records and associated multimedia objects’ references are combined in one database.

• One hosting infrastructure is installed for different aggregation platforms, e.g., GBIF and Europeana.

• Costs and efforts for maintenance are low.

Quality

• A quality check of metadata can be performed with the OpenUp! Collections Data Quality Toolkit,

e.g., for dataset integrity and the correctness of scientific and common names as well as geo-references: 

http://services.bgbm.org/DataQualityToolkit/

• A quality check of the ABCD mapping and compliance check with Europeana standards can be performed 

with the BioCASe Monitor Service: http://edit.africamuseum.be/biocasemonitor/

Sustainability

• The maintenance of the OpenUp! infrastructure will be assured after the end of OpenUp!

• The usage of accepted domain standards for (meta)data exchange is advanced.

• The developed infrastructure is reusable for other platforms e.g. GeoCASe, BioCASe.

OpenUp! – Architecture benefits
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Ensuring Sustainability by Liaison activities 
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Where do I get more information?

At the project website (www.open-

up.eu) and at the OpenUp! Helpdesk:

• tailored information for new

content providers,

• Q&A dispatching system and a 

forum for questions to be

answered,

• source for the documentation on 

OpenUp! technologies and

workflows,

• access to an extensive list of

helpful documentations from 3rd

parties.

http://helpdesk.open-up.be/
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The domain specific standards are: 

ABCD 2.06 (Access to Biological Collections Data)

http://wiki.tdwg.org/ABCD

Zoology & Botany

ABCDEFG 1.0 (Access to Biological Collection Databases Extended for Geosciences)

http://www.geocase.eu/efg

Palaeontology & Mineralogy

These standards are transformed to the Europeana Semantic Elements (ESE) and the Europeana 

Data Model (EDM).

OpenUp! –Data Exchange Standards



Thank you for your attention!
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Lateral view of Epimetopus mendeli from Peru,

which is currently under description as new for

science in a collaborative paper by the scientists of

National Museum in Prague and the Museum of

Natural History in London.
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